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Executive Function and Writing:
Can We Do More?
by Amanda Marshall

I have often joked that I have three fantasy careers: an astronaut, a
neuroscientist, and a brew-master. While my career trajectory has
not led me in those directions, I do have a keen interest in brain-based
learning and in how to help students. When thinking about my role as
Writing Centre Project Coordinator one evening, possibly over a pint,
my inner neuroscientist and prior learning got me thinking and I started to do some research into Executive Function (EF) skills. EF skills,
which include “…cognitive processes such as reasoning, planning,
and judgement” (Bradley-Ruder, 2008), reside in the frontal lobe/
prefrontal cortex of the brain. Interestingly, “the prefrontal cortex is
one of the last regions of the brain to reach maturation…[and] is not
complete until near the age of 25” (Arain et al., 2013, p. 435). Whilst
delving more into EF skills, I began to see a significant connection between EF skills development and the development and deployment
of writing skills. I would like to explore more of these connections in
this article, as well as make room for discussion on the topic. I hope
you will all join in on the conversation.
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Nominations: TESL NS Board 2018/2019
Get involved in TESL NS – run for a position on the
board of directors!
The TESL NS Annual General Meeting will occur during
the TESL NS Fall Conference. At this time, elections will
be held to choose members of the executive committee for the coming year. As per the TESL NS by-laws,
the nomination committee will present a slate of candidates, and nominations will also be accepted from the
floor. To put forward your candidature for a position
on the executive committee, send an e-mail to info@
teslns.com
____________________
Duties of Officers and
Executive Committee Members
8.01 President
The President shall be the presiding officer of the Association, the Chairperson of the Executive Committee,
and a member, ex-officio, of all committees appointed
by the Executive Committee. The President shall have
general supervision of all matters and affairs of the
Association.
8.02 Vice-president
The Vice-president shall generally assist the President
in his/her duties. In the absence of the President, or
in the event that the President is unable to complete
his/her term of office, the President’s duties shall be
performed by the Vice-president.
8.03 (8.04) Recording and Corresponding Secretary
The Recording and Corresponding Secretary shall have
charge of all archives of the Association, shall prepare
or cause to be prepared and preserved a record of all
meetings of the Association and the Executive Committee. The Recording and Corresponding Secretary
shall write and sign general correspondence in the

name of the Association when authorized to do so by
the Executive Committee.
8.05 Membership Secretary
The Membership Secretary shall process memberships,
keep appropriate records, and manage the membership related activities of the Association.
8.06 Treasurer
The Treasurer shall have the care and custody of all
moneys of the Association, and shall deposit the same
in such bank as shall be designated by the Executive
Committee. The Treasurer shall keep, or cause to be
kept, a proper set of books of account of the Association, and shall exhibit the same to the Executive Committee when required. At the Annual General Meeting
the Treasurer shall submit a report of the financial
position of the Association which may be subject to
audit when requested by the membership.
8.07 Communications Coordinator
The Communications Coordinator shall have charge
of the internal and external communications of TESL
Nova Scotia at such times and in such a manner as
meets with the approval of the Executive Committee.
8.08 Members at Large
The Members at Large shall be responsible for carrying
out special assignments as called upon by the Executive Committee as determined by the needs of the
Association for that current year. They may be called
upon to act for any other Executive Officer except the
President, in the event of that officer’s absence or
inability to fulfill his/her term of office. The Members at
Large shall assume that position until the next Annual
General Meeting of the Association, when elections
shall be held.
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President’s Report
The Annual General Meeting and the beginning of a
new year for the Association is a good time to reflect on
what we do. I want to begin by posing three questions:
1. What do we (TESL NS) want to be when we grow
up?
2. Who do we want to play with?
3. Can we get there from here?
I ask these questions at a time when we are
all wondering about the future. Global politics being
what it is, and with the uncertainty that we face around
the warming of the earth and its consequences, I think
we all need to think about the things we can influence
and change – for the better. So, I ask the first question:
Where are we as an organization of teachers of English
and are we maturing in ways that make sense? Maybe
yes. Maybe no.
While our profession/avocation is to work with
people as they acquire English for their own purposes,
our vocation is much more. We are doorways, ladders,
and paths for change in our students’ lives. We no more
teach language in isolation than we teach attitudes or
behaviours as a bi-product of the contact with our students, though we believe we do. What we do is sense
our students’ need to understand and we respond.
Our training and experience guide our responses to
prepare the soil for that learning to take place. So, is it
any different, whether we are working as a volunteer in
library programs, focusing on language for health care,
or ensuring academic integrity is maintained? No. As
we grow as an association, I hope we can see our way
to value each other, value the reasons we formed in
association in the first place, and let our extraordinary
ability to use our tool—the teaching of English—to
change lives.
TESL Canada cannot yet re-claim the moniker
of “national association,” because there are two jurisdictions which have left the pan-Canadian TESL organization. However, TESL Canada has shown remarkable
resilience under a new President and Board. There are
significant signs of progress, not only in terms of a

David Packer, TESL NS President

return to effective teacher certification and teaching
program accreditation, but also in moving towards
discussions with those provinces that are no longer in
TESL Canada. Your TESL Nova Scotia board maintained
support for TESL Canada during 2018 by signing off on
Memoranda of Agreement and continuing to support
TESL Canada, as per the agreement we had with members to submit part of your fees. While small membership organizations like ours may not have a lot of
choice in how we accredit teachers and programs, we
can take advantage of the current re-building of TESL
Canada to influence what a national organization looks
like and how we interact with it.
What is the road forward? This is always an
interesting question and one that should probably be
addressed cautiously. I have often re-imagined the
yellow brick road scene in The Wizard of Oz. There is a
point where the filmmakers could have put a fork in the
road. What would have happened if Dorothy, Toto, and
the others had had a choice? In the movie, the characters can see Oz, so it is clear which way they should
go. What if we, like Dorothy can see Oz, but we have
another choice? We could choose not to go to Oz; we
could try another way.
My hope is that in the year ahead, we work
together to continue to build TESL Nova Scotia into the
association that we all want.
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2018 Fall Conference
November 16 - 17
@ISANS & Dalhousie University
Theme:

“Opening Doors”
For details and registration, go to http://teslns.com
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Executive Function and Writing:
Can We Do More?
First, let’s explore Executive Function a bit
more. As mentioned, EF includes the ability to develop
and reach goals, process and evaluate information,
understand cause and effect, and make reasonable
inferences (Bradley-Ruder, 2008). Residing in the
frontal lobe, we also know that this part of the brain is
responsible for logic, strategy, working memory, planning, problem-solving, and
reasoning skills (Schwaighofer, Buhner, & Fischer,
2017). When a learner faces
difficulty in these areas and
with these skills, they will
likely encounter challenges
parsing, sequencing, remembering, evaluating, organizing, manipulating, planning,
self-regulating, and with
general task follow-through
(Zumbrunn, Tadlock, & Roberts, 2011). This can affect
both the learner’s interaction
within their learning environment(s), as well as with specific program expectations
and activities/tasks.
Understanding that the frontal lobe/prefrontal cortex takes a significant amount of time to fully
develop, and knowing that EF skills are not innate,
post-secondary education is faced with some unique
challenges. Much of what we require of our students
depends on their ability to organize, critique, remember, reflect, evaluate, plan, and reason (Graham,
Karris, & Olinghouse, 2007). If students are coming to
us beginning at the age of 18, for example, not only
are they still approximately seven years from having
a fully, physiologically-developed frontal lobe, they
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may also not have had enough exposure and EF training to be fully successful on their own. “Poor executive
functioning leads to difficulty with planning, attention,
using feedback, and mental flexibility...” (Johnson,
Blum, Geidd, 2009, p. 219), which are all critical skills for
post-secondary success and employability. With this in
mind, it seems increasingly incumbent on adult educators to direct focus, time, and specific practice to help
our students engage in and strengthen their EF skills.
When discussing EF skills as they relate to adolescents
and young adults, Harvard’s Centre for the Developing
Child states that “…executive function skills are not
yet at adult levels, but the
demands placed on these
skills often are” (Harvard’s
Centre for the Developing
Child, 2017). Further, Weinberger, Elvevåg, and Geidd
(2005) remind us that while
adolescents and young adults
are “…full of promise, often
energetic and caring, capable
of making many contributions to their communities,
and able to make remarkable
spurts in intellectual development and learning…, neurologically, they are not [yet]
adults. They are…a work in
progress” (2005, p. 19) and
require support to continue learning and developing the
skills required for post-secondary success.
Knowing that “writing is used to gather, remember, and share subject-matter knowledge as well
as to explore, organize, and refine ideas about a topic”
(Graham, et al, p. 216), it is easy to see the connections
between the act of writing and the use of Executive
Function skills. This connection between cognition,
executive functions, and the process of writing poses a
potentially interesting challenge for writing centres. Inherently, as a means of engaging with students through
their writing, we are facilitating the development of EF
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skills. When we ask students to reflect on their writing,
show them organizational techniques, explain thought
groups, and review transitions, we are asking them to
utilize EF skills. The very act of putting fingers to the
keyboard to send a quick email, for example, utilizes the
very cognitive skills we know are still developing. My
suspicion is that we, as EAL professionals/educators,
are engaging students in ways that facilitate EF development, but that we are not necessarily cognizant of
this. As a result, we are likely missing an opportunity to
do more overt work in the area of Executive Function
development.
At my writing centre, students often come for
support with brainstorming, planning, organizing, and
beginning their writing tasks. The “fear of the blank
page” can certainly be daunting, but I find myself
wondering if that is all there is to it. I find my mind is
ablaze with potential opportunities for further exploration and development here. If we know that Executive
Function skills are required for academic and life-long
success, and we know that the very act of writing draws
on, requires, and utilizes these skills, should writing
centre tutors and EAL instruction include distinct and
clear strategies that serve to both strengthen learners’
Executive Functions as well as support their writing skill
development? I have a suspicion that many in our field
are helping students exercise their frontal lobes in many
ways, but I’m not sure we’re all aware that we are. Perhaps we need to employ our collective metacognitive
strategies and analyze our practices as a whole to see
what we’re doing and what more we can do.
I’d like to conclude with some questions that I
hope can help us further develop our own knowledge
about Executive Function skills as well as begin to
encourage, facilitate, and aid in the development of
student EF skills through writing and writing instruction
and facilitation. Questions to consider:
1. How much do you currently explicitly encourage,
facilitate, and help in the development of student EF
skills?
a. If you do explicitly encourage, facilitate, and
help in the development of EF skills, what specific
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activities do you use?
2. If you are not currently working with students on
EF skill development, do you see room for this in
your practice?
a. What would be helpful for you to begin to work
with students in this skill area?
b. How much do you work explicitly with your
students on process, reflection, and learning/cognition?
I welcome your answers, thoughts, and feedback to this exciting and preliminary look into Executive
Function and writing skills. Feel free to reach out to me:
amanda.marshall@nscc.ca
_______
(Note: This article was originally written for and submitted to WLN Journal Blog in 2017. It has been modified for
this publication.)
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Member News
and Announcements
Mayurkumar Agravat (Dalhousie ESL Programs)
has been awarded the degree of Doctor in English Language Teaching (September, 2018) from
AMET University, India. Dr. Agravat’s dissertation
is titled An Investigation of Continuing Professional
Development of College Teachers of English in Higher
Institutions—A Regional Study. The research project,
along with measuring and evaluating continuing
professional development (CPD) of college teachers
and management authorities, introduced a CPD
Action-Research Module to the selected teachers of
English and assessed their psychological transformation towards CPD for two semesters. The evaluation report was then proposed to the State Government, India, to incorporate CPD as an integral part
of the teaching profession. Dr. Agravat’s graduation
ceremony was held September 20, 2018, in Chennai, India.

_____________________
Amanda Marshall (CTESL, M.Ed.) is the Writing Centre
Coordinator for the Nova Scotia Community College.
With a background in TESL and Educational Psychology,
Amanda can often be found delving into brain-based
learning and researching best practices for facilitating
writing and encouraging learning. Amanda resides in
Mi’kma’ki, the ancestral and unceded territory of the
Mi’kmaq People.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
TESL NS NEWSLETTER
We are currently accepting
feature articles, news, reviews,
lesson plans, PD opportunities,
photos, and other items to be
included in the upcoming
newsletter.
Please send your submissions to
editor@teslns.com
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REFLECTION

Flippin’ My Work Life
by Sophie Paish
The Oxford English Dictionary
defines the verb “flip” as “to put
something into motion or move
with a flip or jerk.” Interestingly, a
less common meaning it also lists
is “to fly in an aircraft.” This summer, I engaged in a few different
forms of “flipping.”

The University of Sheffield
Having grown up in England, I’ve
always felt an affinity for it. Other than a few months working in
retail when I was 18, I hadn’t ever
spent any time living and working there as an adult. This year,
I had the opportunity to do so
when I was offered the position
of Pre-Sessional EAP Tutor at
the University of Sheffield for
their 6-week program (there was also a 10-week and
a 4-week program). I put a few things in place here in
Nova Scotia and—via aircraft, of course—made my way
over in mid-July.
Before arriving in Sheffield, I didn’t know that
the EAP program at the university was the biggest
in the UK. Over the course of the summer, the ELTC
(English Language Teaching Centre) at the University
of Sheffield taught 2706 students. There were roughly
100 teachers and numerous non-teaching staff, including Directors of Study, Team Leaders, and several IT
wizards comprising the Technology Enhanced Learning
team (TEL). One might worry that, with such a large
group, an individual teacher’s talents or contribution
might not be recognized. I can say, quite happily, that

this was not the case.

Flipped Learning
The team of teachers on the
6-week program had a 1-week
paid induction prior to beginning
their teaching duties. During this
week, our position was flipped;
we became the students learning about, among other things,
the Flipped Learning Model, the
course assessments, and the
various types of online software
used.
Like many teachers, I had
heard the term “flipped learning”
before and passed it off simply as
“students do something at home
prior to discussion in class.”
While this is true, to describe
this summer program in that manner would be a gross
oversimplification that fails to recognize the amount of
work (not of my own) that went into pulling it off successfully. Our induction week, to some extent, flipped
the introduction of materials; we were often given
reading homework, which we would deconstruct the
following day. Essentially, the directors were looking
for teacher buy-in and testing the waters of the style.
Indeed, the first piece of reading homework that we
had was from Flip It: Strategies for the ESL Classroom by
Robyn Brinks Lockwood (University of Michigan Press,
2014).

Technology Enhanced Learning
In our first technology session, we discovered that we
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would be using a number of different online spaces.
First, the program required that we all use Google
Drive (and, therefore, Google Docs, Slides, Forms, etc.)
for any teaching materials. Set up for us in advance (I
assume to reduce the number of teachers flipping out
about not knowing how to use the technology) were
various folders where students could access different
materials and their course assignments. The TEL team
even created individualized
folders for each student in
which they would write their
assignments over the course of
the summer. These documents
could be locked and unlocked
by the TEL team. In addition,
the university has a subscription
to Google Classroom, an online
space that teachers can use to
communicate with students,
post messages, or provide
additional materials and links.
A subscription to Turn-it-in (for
the academic integrity component) was available and a social
media-esque site that we called
“The Portal” updated us all on
(nearly) everything that we
needed to know each day.

A Different Style: Justification
Apparently, the ELTC decided to adopt the Flipped
Learning Model this year for two reasons. The first was
logistics; simply, how can you find classrooms all day,
every day for 2706 students in the summer? Flipped
learning allowed them to be in the classroom for half
the day and doing independent tasks for the other
half. As such, the students (and teachers) each had two
90-minute classes per day and two self-study (students)/preparation (teachers) periods each day. Half of
the group was on an early pattern and the other half on
a late pattern.
The second reason was pedagogical. We were
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told that a BALEAP inspection of the program had
suggested that learners were not developing enough
autonomy. In other words, being mostly master’s students, they were not experiencing a type of study that
would realistically prepare them for what lay ahead.
Essentially, this pre-sessional course was set
up for students to learn in advance—via interactive
content developed by the TEL team—grammar points,
skills for paraphrasing, and
concepts of academic integrity;
to read peer-reviewed articles;
and to watch (made-in-house)
lectures on various topics.

The Classroom: Week 1
In our induction week, many
teachers came back to one very
important question each day:
What if the students didn’t do
their work in advance in order
to be able to follow along with
the class activities? In Week 1,
it was vital to ensure that they
were aware of how the Flipped
Learning Model works, what
was expected of them, and that,
without doing the work before
class, participating would be
almost impossible. Some of the
readings that the students were expected to do in Week
1 discussed andragogy, autonomy, and flipped learning.
They also watched a lecture and a discussion on these
concepts. In class, we discussed these ideas; many
caught on pretty quickly. On the first Friday, students
completed a diagnostic writing task which discussed
andragogy and flipped learning. This allowed us to see
two things 1) if they understood these concepts and
how it applied to them in terms of the pre-sessional
course and 2) the level of their writing.

A Different Style: Caveats
The following weeks continued in this manner. Did it
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work? Mostly. It was often necessary to remind students to undertake the interactive content component
prior to attending their next class. This may seem at
odds with the notion of wholly autonomous working,
but sometimes, as teachers, we wish to ensure that our
lesson is successful, and student participation is required to achieve that success.
At times, the interactive content provided was
different from the material we were set to teach in
class. In these cases, it was hard to sell it to students
that it was worth doing. If we didn’t do it in class. . .
why did they have to do it at all? They knew that they
had no exams at the end of the program (more on this
later) and declaring that (for example) “knowing how a
language corpus works is helpful” wasn’t going to cut it.
In a few situations, as technology is wont to
do, the interactive content didn’t function as it was
supposed to and/or the TEL team didn’t release an
important item on time for students to do in advance of
a class. These are all little hiccups that, hopefully, will be
smoothed out for future runs of the program.
A potential limitation of the Flipped Learning
Model (if followed too rigidly) is that there are some
items that need to be delivered face-to-face by the
teacher. Two examples are 1) understanding the concepts of plagiarism and 2) the introduction of assignments.

Assignments
In regard to assignments, students had three major
tasks throughout the 6-week term—and no exams.
There was an extended writing task of 2000 words (for
which students were to use between 5 and 15 academic
sources), a paired presentation, and a seminar speaking task. While the absence of formal exams might
seem strange, I believe that it was the right choice.
Elsewhere, many have questioned the worth of setting
English skills tests for EAP students. Moreover, teachers are spared the frustrating task of having to “prep”
students on exam-taking techniques. There was a
huge emphasis on formative assessment and, until the
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very last day of the course, students never received
any grades. This, in terms of my own sanity, worked
wonders. We gave students feedback on how to write
and organize, how to improve, and what to alter in
their work. From a teacher perspective, it removed the
pressure on us to constantly justify the grades students were receiving. Students never disagreed with
the comments given them for improvement. As a side
note, in terms of the extended writing task, each essay
could be marked by 1, 2 or sometimes even 3 different
instructors, thus helping to ensure parity.

Results
When students finally did receive their results, there
were no letters or numbers attached to them. This was
unlike any program I have ever taught in before. They
received either a Pass or Fail. Within the “Passes,” students could obtain either a Pass, Merit, or Distinction.
While these acknowledged differing levels of achievement, they had no influence in terms of acceptance
into their programs.
Overall, I’d say that flipped learning has significant benefits. One thing that is important to note,
though, is that in providing students with the autonomy (that they sorely need), it does, in some ways,
remove it from the teacher. How I tackled each class
was my own choice, but, in many cases, the topic of
the class and the deadlines with which I had to fit in
were not. This is, perhaps, inevitable, given the size of
the cohort and the need for continuity. Of course, the
summer program would benefit from a little “tweaking.” The Directors recognized this and were open to
comments and suggestions for changes and intend to
incorporate our ideas into future pre-sessional courses.
_____________________
Sophie Paish (M.Ed.) has taught English in England,
Slovakia, Japan, Ontario, and Nova Scotia in a variety of
settings. She currently acts as Project Research Officer
for MindBloom Consulting.
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A First Step in Pronunciation Training
by Catherine Sweet and Michael Kiefte (Dalhousie Accent Clinic)

When we think about pronunciation, are we thinking
about a target? A bullseye, where the “perfect,” ideal
pronunciation is exactly in the middle of the dart board?
Perhaps our students are hitting that target, or perhaps
they are very close. Perhaps the sound they’re making
is so darn close (in the first or second ring around the
bullseye, to extend the metaphor), that a listener can
still recognise the word. What if the sound is three rings
away from the bullseye? Four? Is the word understood
then, even with the help of context? Maybe not.
Before we work on pronunciation, it’s imperative that our students can hear the difference between
the target sound and its substitution. This is called
discrimination, and if they can’t yet discriminate, we
should start there. Can they hear the difference between two words that only differ by one sound? These
are called “minimal pairs” and examples include fit/feet,
pet/pat, grad/glad.
There are many people who cannot hear the
difference between fit/feet. If we grow up speaking
Spanish or Russian, for example, we will never have to

worry about this fine distinction. When we’re born, we
can discriminate all the world’s vowels perfectly, but
once we’re exposed to our native language, our brains
focus only on those speech sounds that we actually
hear. If we never hear words that differ only by those
vowels by six months of age, we will stop hearing the
difference. If we cannot hear the difference, it will
be very difficult to produce the difference in running
speech.
In many cases, if we know the native language
of a speaker, we can guess which sounds they will have
problems with in both discrimination and production.
But it is not guaranteed. Varied life experiences can
change our ability to hear speech sounds so we will
have to check.
When probing discrimination, we should ask
our students to walk before we ask them to run. Let’s
not insist they produce (say) the different sounds first.
Let’s see if they can a) perceive (hear) a difference with
careful listening, then b) point to the correct word on a
list of minimal pairs that you, the teacher pronounce,
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and only then should we ask them to c) pronounce the
target sound.
For example, your client accurately identifies
the words you say on a long list of minimal pairs, even
when you obstruct your mouth to remove the visual
cues of certain sounds, so you want to move on to
actual pronunciation. Try the sound itself first, say, by
modelling the two vowels in “ash” (/æ/) and “best” (/Ɛ/).
This is the time to start talking about the anatomy of
the sound. What is the tongue doing? Is the voice used?
What’s the jaw height? How are the sounds different?
If you’re not sure yourself, spend some time alternating between the two sounds, noticing the differences
between the two.
You’ll model the /æ/ and /Ɛ/ sounds on their
own, and when your student is confident producing the
two, up the ante by adding another sound, say, /t/. The
single sounds become the syllables “at” and “et.” Moving on, make them full words: “bat,” “bet.” Don’t worry
if they end up being imaginary words; it doesn’t matter, as long as they make them sound different. When
they’re succeeding at that, make it harder by putting it
in a phrase. “It’s my bet,” “It’s my bat.” By continuing to
increase difficulty, eventually your client will be using
the sound in spontaneous conversation, and you’ll be
high-fiving your student with pride.
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For homework, have your student listen to
native English speakers carefully for that new sound
they’re working on. That expands their discrimination
practice out of a lesson into the “real world.”
This can take some time, so remind your
students that they are creating new muscle memories
and our brains can be stubborn*. That’s normal, and it
might just take a lot of drill. I know, I know, we don’t
want to think about drill, but sometimes it’s what the
brain needs to change.
*Stubborn as a mule? Can we slide an idiom into a pronunciation lesson? Sure!
_____________________
Catherine Sweet is a certified Speech-Language Pathologist and the primary clinician at the Dalhousie Accent
Clinic. She has studied French, German, and Japanese,
and knows that hearing and producing a non-native language’s sounds and rhythms can be a great challenge.
Dr. Michael Kiefte is a professor and director of the
School of Communication Sciences and Disorders at Dalhousie University. His research interests focus on speech
production as well as speech and dialect variation.
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Assessment as and for Learning
in Academic Writing
by Chantal Lafargue, Paula Kristmanson, and Corey Harvey

In May a group of colleagues from TESL NB
travelled to Acadia University to participate in the
TESL NS Spring Conference. We were grateful
for the opportunity to
share with fellow ESL/EAL
educators in our sister
province and to learn from
others in the field. Our
presentation focused on
second language writing and in particular on
formative assessment in writing. The following article is
a brief recap of some of the key information from that
session.
As many of us know who work with second
language (L2) writers, they face some challenges in
becoming proficient in the academic context. Research
shows that L2 writers often produce shorter texts,
employ simpler sentence structures, possess a narrower range of vocabulary, make more errors in conventions and syntax, and use fewer writing strategies. This
reminds writing teachers of the importance of spending
instructional time on:
•
•
•
•
•

planning for ideas and text organization
modeling and guiding the writing process
focusing on vocabulary
targeted editing of conventions
reflecting and talking about writing

Formative assessment
is a key component of
writing instruction. This
allows us to determine
where learners are and
where they need to
go. “Seminal feedback
research is finding that
the feedback that best
supports student learning
is specific and descriptive. It tells students what
to do more of and what
to do less of” (Davies,
Herbst, Reynolds, 2012). When working with learners
during conferencing, intentional feedback is helpful to
L2 writers if it is comprehensible, specific, personalized, timely, descriptive, dialogical, individualized, and
aimed at increasing learner autonomy. Quality feedback is facilitated by clear targets that are understood
by the learner. Many tools exist to help guide teachers
and learners in the writing process. The framework introduced during our session was a writing rubric based
on the Common European Framework of Reference
(CEFR) and Write Traits continuum. This rubric is currently used in the pilot EAL curriculum for high school
newcomers in NB. This curriculum is designed to build
academic language skills to bridge to English language
arts classes where academic writing skills are essential
for success.
We would like to share some of the activities
that promote the development of particular components of writing that are included in the writing rubric.
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Conventions: One activity that helps focus on conventions such as spelling, grammar and punctuation is
using a dot system to identify common errors. Students
then work with a partner to determine what the error
is and how they might fix it. Students also enjoy collaboratively correcting errors in a shared text by an anonymous writer or a text written by the teacher for this
purpose.
Sentence Structure: The Fortunately/Unfortunately
activity requires learners to create a collaborative story
beginning with “It was the best of times, it was the
worst of times. The day started out well enough…” The
first student finishes this sentence and the next student
uses a contrast connector to continue the story. This
builds writing fluency by ensuring that the story flows
well and uses connectors appropriately. Another very
different activity is to remove all connectors and conjunctions from an academic article and ask students to
work collaboratively to fill in the blanks.
Ideas: Introduce and PRACTICE the use of graphic
organizers as a tool to encourage learners to develop a
variety of details to support their ideas.
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at the sentence or paragraph level and can incorporate
literary or expository texts.
Word Choice: The Limited Options activity can either
require learners to avoid using particular words (e.g.,
thing, good, nice) or you can even ban the use of a
certain letter. The latter encourages learners to think
carefully about the words they are using and think of
creative options. This can sometimes produce comical
results, but it does drive home the point that we need
to choose our words wisely and notice repetitive usage
of favorite words.
To conclude, it is essential for writing teachers
to encourage both self and peer assessment. Using
comprehensible and comprehensive writing rubrics
promotes the involvement of learners in the assessment process. Autonomous writers can not only receive
and respond to feedback from a teacher, but also give
feedback to other writers and reflect on their own writing.
Reference
Davies, A. Herbst, S. Reynolds, B.P. (2012). Transforming
Schools and Systems Using Assessment: A Practical Guide.
Bloomington, IN: Solution Tree Press.

_____________________

Text Organization: The Out of Order activity requires
learners to work individually or collaboratively to unscramble a text that has been cut into sentences or sections. The learners need to consider the text genre and
determine the flow of ideas. This activity can be done

Corey Harvey, Paula Kristmanson, and Chantal
Lafargue are members of the TESL NB board and part of
an active community of EAL educators in NB. Corey is an
EAL Lead for Anglophone School District West (ASD-W).
Chantal also works in ASD-W at the Newcomer Support
Centre and is a Faculty Associate at the Second Language
Research Institute of Canada (L2RIC) at UNB Fredericton.
Paula is a member of the research team at L2RIC and
a Professor in the Faculty of Education at UNB. Paula
is also currently serving as the TESL Canada President.
Corey, Paula and Chantal have been long-time colleagues
and collaborators on various research and curriculum
projects related to assessment as and for learning and
have taught in high school and adult contexts. (pkrstma@unb.ca)
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ELT Profile: Ayesha Mushtaq
Interviewers: Darlene MacInnis (ISANS) and Melissa Taylor (ESL Programs, Dalhousie)

What is your current job and where do you work?
I am currently working at Dalhousie University as an
EAP instructor. I am also co-designing a teacher training certificate for international teachers and working as
the Academic Integrity Officer for Dal ESL Programs.
What is something you would like others to know
about you?
I am from Pakistan, where I did my master’s degree in
English Literature and Linguistics. I came to Canada
in 2008 and have been involved in the ESL/EAP world
since. Currently, I am doing my doctorate in Educational Leadership from Western University, with a focus
in culturally inclusive leadership. I truly wish to be a
lifelong learner! When I am not studying or teaching, I
like doing poetry or painting.
What do you love about your job?
I love the everyday interaction with my students and
seeing them move forward not just in their English
skills, but to see them become more confident. For
most students, it is the first time living away from family, so being a part of their academic journey motivates
me to design lessons that will help them in university
and beyond.
If you could change one thing about your job, what
would it be?
There is a consensus amongst EAP instructors, especially those teaching at a university level, that EAP
instructors and students should have a more propitious
standing in the mainstream university. The change I
would like to see would be that the nine months of
intensive study done by international students in an
EAP class is recognized on their transcripts and is not
just used as a check post. Likewise, the instructors who

invest time and energy in this process should be recognized by being given opportunities available to other
faculty. I would also like to give a shout out to David
Packer (Director of Dal ESL Programs), who is pushing
this conversation forward.
Describe a wonderful teaching moment you have
had.
Once I was teaching an evening class. It had been a
long and tiring day. I heard a loud electronic cackle and
all the students started giggling. It turned out that a
student’s mom was on Skype attending the class from
Brazil and had done so a couple of times in the past!
The student said that her mom is loving the class and
although her mom could not speak much English, she
was smiling and blowing kisses at me from the screen.
In that moment, I just felt very very happy. (I talked
to the mom and then respectfully put an end to these
Skype lessons.)
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In your experience, how has the teaching profession
changed?
Teaching trends are always changing for the better. For
me, the biggest change is the inclusion of digital media,
which through its immense expanse of resources has
provided teachers not only a connection to gurus in
the ESL field and to infinite resources, but it has also
provided the much-needed autonomy to students to
learn at their own pace. Another impactful change that
I must mention is the awareness of cultural sensitivity
in ESL content. There is a deliberate effort to break
from linear, monocultural instruction to more culturally
inclusive instruction and content development for ESL
textbooks and lesson planning, and I just love it! This
aspect of thinking and reflecting as citizens of the global world will help our students not only in recognizing
other cultures, but also to feel more confident in their
own identities.
What is a lesson you have learned from a student?
Back in 2003, I had just begun my career and was
teaching EFL to a big group of Punjabi and Pashto
adults. Two weeks into the program, I was feeling quite
accomplished with myself till a student curious about
my background asked if I spoke Punjabi (Punjabi is a regional language of the Punjab province in Pakistan and
Urdu is national language of Pakistan spoken in schools
and offices). For some reason, I grew up thinking that
Punjabi is just a language of the lower class, so I told
the student, “Yeah, sure. If you speak Urdu with a twisted accent, it’s Punjabi.” To this day, I clearly remember
the horror on his face and the height of my ignorance.
There was pin-drop silence in the class aloud with the
deafening presence of my ignorance. That incident
changed me and how I viewed languages and cultures
other than mine. As a result, I consciously made an
effort to approach other languages and cultures in
a humbler and more accepting way. Today, I will not
tolerate ignorance from anyone towards other cultures
or languages. That was the biggest lesson I learnt in my
adult life from a student who did not even call me out
on my stupidity.
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How do you like to be recognized by your peers and
employer?
Since teaching is always a team effort, I would like ESL
employers to encourage platforms where colleagues
can give kudos to each other on their big and small
achievements.
How long have you been a TESL NS member?
I have been a TESL NS member for about six years
now. It provides an amazing platform for teachers
to showcase their individuality as instructors, either
by presenting at conferences or by contributing to
the newsletter, which is how I started exploring my
strengths. So, I guess, a thank you to TESL NS is in
order!
Is there a motto you live by?
The first day of my first teaching job, my dad told me
that teaching comes from the heart. This is what I live
by and even after thirteen years in the field, I am still
uncovering the depth of his words.

CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
TESL NS NEWSLETTER
We are currently accepting feature
articles, news, reviews, lesson plans, PD
opportunities, photos, and other items
to be included in the upcoming
newsletter.
Please send your submissions to
editor@teslns.com
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COLUMN: Literally Speaking. . .

Shedding Light on Prepositions II
by Gerry Russo

In the first installment concerning prepositions in the
last newsletter, the discussion was largely based on
making sense of certain uses of “on.” The idea is that
in English, we use “on” to discuss the special relation
between a person or object and a line, e.g. I am walking
on a line. This was seen as generalizable to any sort of
line: That town is on the border. Halifax is on the coast.
Finally, the point was made that in some cases, this use
with lines is sometimes hidden from us by the use of
metonymy: Yarmouth is on the Atlantic Ocean. (meaning that it is on the coast of the ocean and not floating
on the surface).
This time around, we will examine what we
find when two lines intersect. In geometry, we call this
intersection a “point.” If we are walking on a line and
stop precisely where it intersects with another line, we
can say that we are standing on each of these lines at
the same time, but we would be more inclined to say
that we are “at” the point where they meet.
Conceptually, points are unique. We simply
cannot have two points that are exactly the same, nor

can any two objects occupy the same point. This is why
knowing how to get from one point to another is so
important: we can find things and other people if we
have good directions and the means to get there. Our
navigation systems are largely built on maps of intersecting longitude and latitude lines that are used to
identify the unique points on the surface of the earth.
Paper maps often use grids of lettered and numbered
bands to help the user identify places where one might
find a desired location. One could argue that “at” is the
default preposition for general location, particularly if
we are discussing location within an urban area.

Getting to the Point
Looking at a map, we perceive streets as lines. We
can say, “I live on Main Street” and “We are walking
on Spring Garden” without thinking twice about what
it might actually mean. We can effectively teach that
streets are lines, so we use “on” with them, at least in
the English-speaking, North American context. Yet, as
mentioned in the last column, vehicles operate on the
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surface of the streets, while our houses, businesses and
sidewalks are fittingly – and literally – on the sides of
the streets. This is analogous to boats on rivers and any
human-built structures on their banks.
The problem with directing someone to your
house on Main Street is that there is likely more than
one house on that street. One quick way of telling your
visitor exactly where to find the house on Main Street
is to mention a nearby street that crosses it. An intersection is a unique point and is more easily found. “I
live at Oak and Main” gets someone pretty close. If you
want your pizza delivered, though, you will generally
need to be more precise, and that is why buildings have
numbers. These are sequentially ordered points on the
line of the street. 259 Main Street is a unique point on
that line called Main Street and as such, we will use “at”
when we talk about it. “I live at 259 Main Street,” and
you will have your pizza in 30 minutes or it’s free!
In theory, points are unique, miniscule places,
yet if we consider how we use “at,” we can see that they
aren’t infinitesimal. You can have many businesses, people or cars at an intersection. Hundreds of people can
be at the grocery store, at the arena or at the airport. In
practice, “at” is used to designate a general area whose
dimensions are of a relative size, but the key difference
between using “at,” as opposed to “in” (a shape, as in
“in Sydney”) or “on” (a surface, as in “on the lawn”), is
that “at” is used with a unique and identifiable place.
Oddly, using “at” gives a more general location
much of the time. If someone tells you that they are “at
the bank,” it is less precise than if they said that they are
“in the bank.” This is because they could simply be near
the bank on the sidewalk, or within view of the bank,
but not actually inside. “At-ness” is relative and as a
result it is very useful as a default preposition of location
for “points” in our world. Essentially, points are fuzzy.
Consider these examples:
•
•

Yesterday, we played frisbee at the park.
Yesterday, we played frisbee in the park.

There is nothing wrong with either of these, yet which
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one would you be more likely to say?

Caveats Other Points: Corners and Pauses
We discussed intersections, now let’s consider corners,
more specifically, corners that we find outside, not
those in a room that can sometimes contain misbehaving children. Corners are near intersections, and
typically there will be four of them. These are intersecting lines where the sides of streets come together. If
you are standing there, you might say that you are “at
the corner.”
Corners are curious things, especially if you
plan to be there for a long time, like a building. It would
be odd to say, “The store is at the corner.” We would be
more inclined to say, “The store is on the corner.” This
can only mean that we sometimes conceptualize a corner as a surface for things that rest there. If something
is there more transiently, like a person, then a corner is
merely a point. The question becomes “How long will
this person or thing be there?” As with space, this is a
relative thing (time is fuzzy).
•
•

I chatted with Martin at the corner of Main and
Oak.
I chatted with Martin on the corner of Main and
Oak.

In the first, the speaker’s perception is that it was a relatively short time, while in the second, it wasn’t. Here’s
another example:
•
•

There is a vendor who sells pretzels on the corner
of Main and Oak.
The woman waited for the light to change at the
corner of Main and Oak.

The pretzel vendor will likely be there for a while,
perhaps day after day, while the woman was there for a
much shorter time.
This analysis meshes well with the concept that
when we move, travel or otherwise get around, we are
following a path. Think of it as moving from point A to
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point B, a journey through space, yet it is also a journey
through time. As we progress along this line, we pause
at various points, be they points in physical space, like
a corner, or even an intersection with another line, like
a border (I got stopped at the border), or be they points
in time (At this point in my life, I need to make choices).
We continue on these journeys, passing relentlessly
through these points at which we might rest briefly, or
for a prolonged period of time.

Application
The discussion above touches on one way of thinking
about how we perceive and conceptualize our world,
and then talk about it in English, yet bringing this type
of model into the classroom can be challenging. As with
other aspects of communication, following general
guidelines can be helpful: proceed from the known to
the unknown, from the relatively simple to the complex, and from the concrete to the abstract. Using po-

sition in space, either within the classroom, though the
use of maps and pictures, or both, can help to make this
tangible and meaningful for English language learners.
Eventually, these spaces, positions, movements, starting and stopping points can become periods of time,
processes and life goals. The language we use to discuss
each is remarkably similar, such is the prevalence and
power of metaphor.
In the third and final installment concerning
“in,” “at” and “on,” we will take a deeper look at inconsistencies, incongruities and ambiguities in use of these
prepositions and how we might help English language
learners recognize, understand and use them confidently and consistently.
_____________________
Gerry Russo holds a PhD in Applied Linguistics and
teaches in the EAP program at Dalhousie University. His
interests lie in metaphorical competence, conceptual
fluency and their application in language instruction.
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